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Abstract: Among all the biometrics, fingerprint based identification is one of the most mature and proven 

technique. Surface fingerprint characteristics, can be obscured during imaging by moisture, dirt or wear 

which has become a challenge. Multispectral imaging technology, on the other hand, was specifically 

developed to overcome the fingerprint-capture problems commonly found with conventional fingerprint 

systems in less-than-ideal conditions. This technology uses multiple sources and types of light and advanced 

polarization techniques to extract unique fingerprint characteristics from both the surface and subsurface of 

the skin. This paper focuses on vulnerabilities and the increasing wave of criminal activities occurring at 

Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) where quick cash is the prime target for criminals rather than at banks 

themselves. A biometric measure as a means of enhancing the security for banking system for both 

customer’s & bankers also. We also proposed a total elimination of cards as the finger can serve as both 

password and access card. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of  Automated Teller Machine (ATM)  into  banking sectors to ease decongestions‟ in banks 

and also to render 24hrs operation has really be a high major technological advancement. An ATM is a 

mechanical device that has its roots embedded in the accounts and records of a banking institution [1]. It is a 

machine that allows the bank customers to carry out banking transactions like, deposits, transfers, balance 

enquiries, mini statement, withdrawal and fast cash etc[10]. An ATM users‟ needs ATM card and a Personal 

Identification Number (PIN) to access his or her accounts. PINs, passwords or other means of user 

authentication can be lost, stolen or copied and systems that rely on these are rapidly becoming both ineffective 

and obsolete. The term biometrics is used to describe technologies and solutions that utilize unique human 
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characteristics to identify an individual [3].Unlike other forms of strong authentication, biometrics is the only 

real way to validate the identity of the individual using the system. In order for a biometric system to be 

adopted, it needs to work reliably with everyone, and the biometric features need to be consistent, unique and 

measurable. Equally important, the system needs to be secure and convenient. As we all know, if it‟s not 

intuitive, it won‟t be used. 

     Fingerprints are the most widely used biometric modality and adoption rates are increasing for iris, facial, 

and voice for specific use cases [8]. Why are fingerprints the de facto biometric standard? Automated fingerprint 

systems have been used to identify and verify identity for over 20 years. Fingerprint sensors are intuitive and 

easily accessible, and advanced sensors are feature-rich and include liveness detection and the ability to work 

with a variety of skin types in variable environmental conditions Liveness detection provides a level of security 

that prevents fake fingerprints, severed digits or other equally macabre attempts at hacking the system. The data 

collected by fingerprint biometric systems can either be interoperable with other systems, such as national IDs, 

or they can be proprietary for an individual institution that simply needs to validate a customer‟s identity. Unlike 

the ID book, a person‟s biometrics cannot be lost, stolen or forgotten at home.  

        

  High reliability is critical at ATMs because their use is not typically supervised – there might not be a person 

on hand for customers to consult if a problem were to occur with a transaction. For that reason, it is crucial to 

have a technology that can capture the right data on the first try. Conventional fingerprint biometrics 

technologies rely on unobstructed and complete contact between the fingerprint and the sensor, a condition that 

is elusive in the real world which can be wet, dry or dirty.  Multispectral imaging technology, on the other hand, 

was specifically developed to overcome the fingerprint-capture problems commonly found with conventional 

fingerprint systems in less-than-ideal conditions. This technology uses multiple sources and types of light and 

advanced polarization techniques to extract unique fingerprint characteristics from both the surface and 

subsurface of the skin. Subsurface capability is important because the foundation of fingerprint ridges seen on 

the surface of the finger can be found beneath the surface of the skin, in the capillary beds and other sub-dermal 

structures. Unlike surface fingerprint characteristics, which can be obscured during imaging by moisture, dirt or 

wear, the “inner fingerprint” lies undisturbed and unaltered beneath the surface. When surface fingerprint 

information is combined with subsurface fingerprint information and reassembled in an intelligent and 

integrated manner, the results are more consistent, more inclusive and more tamper resistant. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Amurthy and Redddy [4] developed an embedded fingerprint system, which is used for ATM security 

applications. In their system, bankers collect customers‟ finger prints and mobile numbers while opening 

accounts, then customer only access ATM machine. The working of the ATM machine is such that when a 

customer place a finger on the finger print module it automatically generates every time different 4-digit code as 

a message to the mobile of the authorized customer through GSM modem connected to the microcontroller. The 

code received by the customer is entered into the ATM machine by pressing the keys on the touch screen. After 

entering it checks whether it is a valid one or not and allows the customer further access. 
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 Das and Schouten and Jacobs [3] presented an evaluation of the Netherlands‟ proposed implementation of a 

biometric passport, largely focusing on technical aspects of specific biometric technologies (such as face and 

fingerprint recognition) but also making reference to international agreements and standards (such as ICAO and 

the EU‟s „„Extended Access Control‟‟) and discussed the privacy issue in terms of traditional security concepts 

such as confidentiality. Shaikh and Rabaiotti [7] analyzed the United Kingdom identity card scheme. Their 

analysis approached the scheme from the perspective of high volume public deployment and described a trade-

off triangle model. They found that there is a trade-off between several characteristics, i.e., accuracy, privacy 

and scalability in biometric based identity management system, where emphasis on one undermines the other. 

Debbarma [8] proposed an embedded CryptoBiometric authentication scheme for ATM banking system. In their 

scheme, cryptography and biometric techniques are fused together for person authentication to ameliorate 

security level. Onyesolu and Ezeani[5] proposed an investigative study of an ATM Biometric using finger print 

identifier. All focused has been on eliminating password or PIN but none address the ATM card itself which can 

be misplaced or stolen and also the limitation of fingerprint biometric. 

 

3. EXISTING BANKING ATM SYSTEM IN NIGERIA 

 The rapid development of banking technology has changed the way in dealing with banking activities and one 

of the examples is an ATM. Using ATM, a customer is able to conduct several banking activities such as cash 

withdrawal, money transfer, balance enquiry, pay phone and other utilities bills beyond official hours and 

physical interaction without bank staff. In a nutshell, ATM provides customers a quick and convenient way to 

access their bank accounts and to conduct financial transactions [8]. PIN is one important aspect in ATM 

security system which is commonly used to secure and protect financial information of customers from 

unauthorized access. “Most commonly PINs are 4-digit numbers in the range 0000-9999 resulting in 10,000 

possible numbers, so that an attacker would need to guess an average of 5000 times to get the correct PIN.” The 

system compares the code against a stored list of authorized passwords and users. PIN typically in a form of 

four digit combination of numbers that is entered through ATM panel. If the code is legitimate, the system 

allows access at the security level. In general, PIN has been a sufficient way to protect against fraud and 

effectively eliminating most common attempts to gain unauthorized access and the four digits is assumed to be 

easily memorized and managed properly. 

          However, the most recent cases show that there have been high increases of unauthorized withdrawal 

from card holders‟ account and also high cases of lost or stolen ATM cards. Another serious issue is inability to 

recall and distinguish password as many people are bombarded with many numbers such as social security 

number, computer password, credit card number and so on. Sometimes these PIN are written down on small 

piece of paper or on ATM card in order to anticipate such event. The strength of PIN as a security system is 

weakened since the likelihood of the code leaking to other people increased. All so the cost of producing the 

ATM cards and renewal if its expires, stolen or misplace is another factor that discourages its high usability. 

Biometrics is a rapidly evolving technology that is being widely used in forensics, such as criminal 

identification and prison security, and that has the potential to be used in a large range of civilian application 

areas. Biometrics can be used to prevent unauthorized access to ATMs, cellular phones, smart cards, desktop 
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PCs, workstations, and computer networks[x3]. The Central Bank of Nigeria new policy of Bank Verification 

Number (BVN) which captures customer biometric will creates a good platform for implementing multispectral 

imaging biometric into the banking system which will eliminate both PIN and ATM card 

 

Fig 1: Existing Banking transaction system 

 

4. PROPOSED BIOMETRIC (FINGERPRINT) STRATEGY FOR NIGERIA BANKING SYSTEM  

Biometric authentication has become more and more popular in the banking and finance sector [2]. The idea of 

fingerprint is not only for security but also to replace the existing customer ATM card. Which will increase the 

number of ATM users as the customers are assured of their money safety as the only assess to their account is 

their fingerprint. Fingerprint authentication is the most popular method among biometric authentication, 

fingerprint based identification is one of the most mature and proven technique [8]. In banking system 

Biometrics holds the promise of fast, easy-to-use, accurate, reliable, and less expensive authentication for a 

variety of applications [6]. At the time of transaction customers enrol their fingerprint to a high resolution 

fingerprint scanner. The fingerprint image is transmitted to the central server via secured channel. At the 

banking terminal the minutiae extraction and matching are performed to verify the presented fingerprint image 

belonging to the claimed user in bank database. The authentication is signed if the minutiae matching are 

successful. The proposed scheme is fast and more secure in addition, it will encourage more users as there is no 

cost attached when compare to the existing system during enrolment. Fig : 2 Shows the whole procedures for the 

proposed banking biometric application system in Nigeria. A basic biometric authentication system consists of 

five main components. These are: sensor, feature extractor, fingerprint/template database, and matcher and 

decision module. The function of the sensor is to scan the biometric trait of the user. The function of the feature 

extraction module is to extract the feature set from the scanned biometric trait. This feature set is then stored 

into the template database. The matcher modules takes two inputs, i.e. feature set from the template database 

and feature set of the user who wants toauthenticate him and compares the similarity between the two sets. The 

last module, i.e., the verification module makes the decision about the matching of the two feature sets. 

Biometrics is a rapidly evolving technology that is being widely used in forensics, such as criminal 

identification and prison security, and that has the potential to be used in a large range of civilian application 
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areas. Biometrics can be used to prevent unauthorized access to ATMs, cellular phones, smart cards, desktop 

PCs, workstations, and computer networks. 

5. METHODOLOGY 

The security feature for enhancing the Nigeria banking ATM was designed using the client/server architecture. 

There will be a connection between the customer‟s identification information, customer‟s accounts and records 

in the bank (server). The network is designed to support a large number of users and uses dedicated server to 

accomplish this. The reason for choosing Client/Server model for this application is because it provides 

adequate security for the resources required for a critical application such as banking system. Similarly, a 

descriptive conceptual approach which includes Unified Modeling language (UML) tools such as Use case 

models, activity diagrams & sequence diagrams. The work is implemented using Visual Studio 10.0 software 

tool, used to design the user interfaces and/or cardholder interaction with the ATM Machine. 

 

6. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

This research is being carried out for the sole purpose of designing a one factor authentication metric, that is the 

Biometric feature (fingerprint) which plays a dual role for identification and authentication. It is expected that 

the customer should enroll his/her fingerprint through the multispectral imaging biometric device/reader adapter 

into the system. This has the ability to capture both the surface and subsurface layer of the finger.  

After which the fingerprint database compares the live sample provided by the customer with the template in the 

database for identification and authentication whenever the customer wants to use the ATM for transactions as 

shown in Fig 2. 

 

Fig 2. Fingerprint Enrollment and  Verification Process 
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           We also proposed customer‟s nominee concept for doing the transactions while actual customer is unable 

to do the transaction. Our system design Unified Modeling language tools (use case models, activity diagram & 

sequence diagram) to represent how the user (bank customer) interacts with the proposed system is also shown. 

Use cases are scenarios for understanding system requirements. A use-case model can be instrumental in project 

development, planning, and documentation of system requirements. A use case is an interaction between users 

and a system; it captures the goal of the users and the responsibility of the system to its users. It describes the 

uses of the system and shows the courses of events that can be performed as well as defining what happens in a 

system. In essence, the use case model tries to systematically identify uses of the system and provides an 

external view of a system or application; it is directed towards the users or the “actors” of the systems, not its 

implementers. In the design of the banking ATM application, the actor of the bank system is the bank customer. 

The bank customer must be able to deposit certain amount and withdraw any amount from his or her accounts 

(provided he/she has up to such amount in the account) using the bank application. Figure 3 show the use case 

diagram for our system design, where customers can perform transaction by placing their finger on the 

multispectral image fingerprint scanner which  captures their fingerprint  and uses it to match existing records 

and ones the user details exist the system display the users banks where he can select and start his transaction. 

 

Fig 3 Use Case Model for our system 

A detail description of the system is shown in the activity diagram in figure 4. The business models of ATM 

transaction are fingerprint scanning, Fingerprint validation, transaction, withdrawal/deposit/fund transfer/fast 

cash/ mini statement etc.). Figure 5 shows the sequence diagram for use case withdrawal amount the following 

classes are identified: Bank client, ATM machine & Account. Here a simple valid transaction of withdraw Use 

case is taken to identify classes, without considering extension points such as overdraft, deficit & cross today‟s 

withdraw limit.  
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Fig 4 Activities diagram 
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Fig.5 Sequence diagram for use case Model. 

  

Customer Interface Design:  

This interface is the very first interface the bank customer interacts with on the ATM machine. This interface 

prompts the customer for imputing the valid fingerprint. If valid he is giving access to the system where he can 

carry out various operations. Our interfaces for our program are shown below 
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Fig. 6 ATM Login Interface 

 

Fig 7 User Banks suggested for transaction 

 

Fig. 8 Selected Bank Transaction Interface 
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CONCLUSION 

Automatic Teller Machines have become a mature technology which provides financial services to an increasing 

segment of the population in many countries. Biometrics, and in particular fingerprint scanning, continues to 

gain acceptance as a reliable form of securing access through identification and verification processes. The 

growth in electronic transactions has resulted in a greater demand for secure, fast and accurate user 

identification and authentication. Access codes for buildings, banks accounts and computer systems often use 

PIN's for identification and security clearances. Conventional method of identification based on possession of 

ID cards or exclusive knowledge like a social security number or a password are not all together reliable. ID 

cards can be lost, forged or misplaced; passwords can be forgotten or compromised, but ones‟ biometric is 

undeniably connected to its owner. It cannot be borrowed, stolen or easily forged.  

This paper identifies a high level model for the modification of existing ATM systems using Biometric 

fingerprint strategy to replace both ATM (identification) and Pin (verification). We have been able to develop a 

fingerprint mechanism as a biometric measure to enhance the security features of the ATM for effective banking 

transaction for Nigeria E-banking system. The prototype of the developed application has been found promising 

on the account of its sensitivity to the recognition of the customers finger print 

as contained in the database using multispectral imaging biometric technique. This system when fully deployed 

will definitely reduce the rate of fraudulent activities on the ATM machines and will also increase the number of 

users as it will be more secured and costless during enrolment compared to the existing system. 
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